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Introduction

BCR-ABL chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML) testing is addressed by this guideline. 

Procedures addressed 

The inclusion of any procedure code in this table does not imply that the code is under 
management or requires prior authorization. Refer to the specific Health Plan's 
procedure code list for management requirements.

Procedures addressed by this 
guideline

Procedure codes

BCR-ABL1 detection, major breakpoint 81206

BCR-ABL1 detection, minor breakpoint 81207

BCR-ABL1 detection, other breakpoint 81208

FISH Analysis for t(9;22) BCR-ABL 88271

MRDx® BCR-ABL Test 0040U

What is chronic myelogenous leukemia 

Definition

Chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML) is a hematopoietic stem cell disease that results 
in overgrowth of white blood cells in the bone marrow. It is defined by the presence of 
the chromosome (Ph), a translocation between chromosomes 9 and 22 that results in 
the fusion of two genes known as BCR and ABL.1,2 

CML phases 

The three phases of CML are chronic, accelerated, and blastic. In the chronic phase, 
there are few symptoms and most people are diagnosed after a routine blood test 
reveals the characteristic blood count and differential. If not treated, the disease will 
progress to the accelerated and blastic phases, symptoms of which include 

 fever

 bone pain

 splenomegaly
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 fatigue, and

 weakness.1 

Diagnosis 

Detection of the BCR-ABL fusion gene is diagnostic for CML and Ph+ ALL and can be 
established by fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) or quantitative real-time 
polymerase chain reaction (QPCR).2 

Acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) is a different form of leukemia, but may also be 
positive for the chromosome (Ph+). About 3% of pediatric ALL and 25% of adult ALL is 
Ph+.3 

Treatment 

First-line treatment for CML and some Ph+ ALL is with a class of drugs called tyrosine 
kinase inhibitors (TKIs), which block the production of the BCR-ABL fusion gene 
protein product. Three TKI therapies are available as first-line therapies: 

 imatinib (Gleevec®  ) 

 nilotinib (Tasigna®  ), and 

 dasatinib (Sprycel®  ). 

These TKI therapies have all demonstrated proven benefit, and median survival is 
expected to approach normal life expectancy for most patients with CML. 1,2 

Treatment response

Monitoring of patients for treatment response to TKIs includes routine measurement 
of the BCR-ABL fusion gene protein product via QPCR prior to initiation of 
treatment and during treatment every 3 months.2 

Treatment resistence

For individuals who display apparent treatment resistance, consideration of 
alternative treatment options may be appropriate.2 Treatment resistance in both 
CML and ALL can be caused by mutations in the BCR-ABL kinase domain.2,3 

Test information 

Introduction

Testing for chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML) may include qPCR for BCR-ABL 
transcript levels or FISH for t(9;22) BCR-ABL.
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qPCR for BCR-ABL transcript levels 

Bone marrow cytogenetics and measurement of BCR-ABL transcript levels by 
quantitative polymerase chain reaction is recommended before initiation of treatment 
as well as for assessing response to therapy.2 

FISH for t(9;22) BCR-ABL 

If collection of bone marrow is not feasible, fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) on 
peripheral blood specimen using dual probes for the BCR and ABL genes is an 
acceptable method of confirming the diagnosis of CML.2, 4 

Guidelines and evidence 

Introduction

This section includes relevant guidelines and evidence pertaining to BCR-ABL testing 
for chronic myeloid leukemia.

National Comprehensive Cancer Network 

The National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN, 2018) recommends bone 
marrow cytogenetics to confirm a diagnosis of CML. If bone marrow is not available, 
FISH on a peripheral blood specimen using probes for both BCR and ABL can confirm 
the diagnosis.2 

The NCCN recommends BCR-ABL transcript levels be obtained by quantitative RT-
PCR in the following scenarios:

 at diagnosis

 every three months after initiating treatment. After a patient reaches complete 
cytogenetic response, every 3 months for two years, and every 3-6 months 
thereafter

 If a patient has a rising level of BCR-ABL transcripts (1 log increase), repeat testing 
in 1–3 months 

These recommendations are category 2A which is “Based upon lower-level evidence, 
there is uniform NCCN consensus that the intervention is appropriate.” 

Criteria 

BCR-ABL transcript level testing is indicated in individuals at the initiation of treatment 
and at regular intervals (ranges from every month to once every 3-6 months) during 
treatment with ANY of the following drug therapies:

 Imatinib (Gleevec®  )
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 Nilotinib (Tasigna®  )

 Dasatinib (Sprycel®  )
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